
SOLUTIONS WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
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Established in 1977, Defance Textile operates mainly in sportswear and textile promotional products 
export. Defance Textile leads its export activities with a creative and dynamic working environment, 

strong technical infrastructure, state-of-the-art machinery and talented human resources. The company 
gained years of  experience in export, numerous quality certificates, and is a member of  a number of  

organizations such as the chamber of  commerce, exporters’ association and PSI.

Production is carried out in a modern facility of  3000 m2 with multiple stations consisting of  
computerized CAD Gerber model preparation, planning, cutting, sorting, 2 pcs. 18 heads 12 color 

octopus printing machine, 3 Mimaki digital printers, 2 Barudan embroidery machines, sewing, quality 
control, ironing-packaging and shipping.

Our company specializes in knitted and woven fabrics and supplies the products you need at the highest 
quality, in the shortest time and at the most affordable price. 

ABOUT US
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TIMELINE
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We serve as an example of  working in sync with global brands and international promotion companies. 
We increase our estimated export targets by using ecological products due to innovative and 

recyclable production.

Honesty, transparency and sustainable quality constitute fundamental principles of  our company. We 
comply with certification rules by applying all social responsibility standards, as well as traceability and 

auto control, at all stages of  production.

All our goods in such areas as fashion, promotion, workwear and medical wear are produced with high 
added value. We frequently use organic products to ensure the least possible damage to the environment.

Our main goal is to achieve customer satisfaction while using water-based organic materials in our 
paints and prints. Precise understanding of  our customers’ needs and requirements enables us to plan 

procurement and production techniques accordingly.

VISION AND MISSION
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Defance ready-made clothing was established as a family company and since then we have proved what we 
can achieve by genuinely enjoying working and producing. Today, we continue the journey we started about 

40 years ago, and our hearts never lost the excitement.

As an internationally operating company, in our journey encompassing textile and medical goods production, 
we have achieved great heights, and have turned ourselves into a constantly growing and developing 

company. However, we still see ourselves as a family company, and are still excited of  what’s to come.

Our team is open to innovation and technology and works with great determination to follow world 
standards and norms, continues its modern and innovative growth and strives to be a world citizen.

We keep our entrepreneurial spirit from the very first day and continue business activities paying attention to 
innovation, fashion and new trends. Our only goal is to represent our country in the best way internationally 

and to serve as en example.

Sustainability is as important as success. We will continue to grow as a sought-after brand for every global 
customer and to contribute to our country’s economics.

CEO’S MESSAGE

Levent TÜNER
CEO
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WE LOVE TO PRODUCE
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OUR 
PRODUCTS
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Knitted or woven products for men, women and children, produced from natural or synthetic fibers 
according to European standards, for many well-known brands, in any color, print or embroidery type. 

DAILY SPORTSWEAR
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Men’s, women’s and children’s clothing, suitable for the movement and agility of  sports, hypoallergenic, 
wrinkle resistant, sweatproof, suitable for multiple washing, flexible and formfitting. 

ACTIVE SPORTSWEAR
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Corporate clothing produced from fabrics made of  natural or synthetic fibers, with design and quality that 
highlights the company logo or name. 

PROMOTIONAL CLOTHING
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Various in-house clothing products that are functional and durable, resistant to washing up to 60 degrees, 
produced in accordance with the company’s needs and preferred usage.

WORKWEAR
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Products that best introduce your company, such as hats, aprons, socks, towels, etc., highlighting the brand 
or slogan, for both promotion and utility needs.  

VARIOUS PRODUCTS
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PRODUCTION 
MATERIALS
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Colorful fabrics with varying yarn thickness and blend, carefully dyed and sensibly produced so only natural 
materials come into contact with your skin. 

COTTON
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GOTS certified products that undergo all stages starting from field control of  the cotton planting process 
and are not subjected to any chemical pesticides or fertilizers. 

ORGANIC COTTON
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Once it was hard to imagine that a synthetic polymer made from petroleum would one day become one of  
the most important fabrics in the world. Since then it has become a necessary part of  sportswear. 

POLYESTER
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A pet bottle, a piece of  clothing you don’t want to wear any more. As our part in respecting a clean 
environment, we support certified recycling for sustainable agriculture and unpolluted nature. 

RECYCLING
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Technological development has created wonders with synthetic yarn blends as well as mixing natural 
yarns. Just imagine.

MIXED FABRICS
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Defance Textile Company’s vision is to meet customer expectations by using up-to-date technologies and machinery.

Achieving general and specified targets with team spirit based on the Total Quality philosophy

Developing policies and strategies of  each department in line with policy and strategy of  the company

Determining preventive approaches to improve our performance by reviewing business processes with a simultaneous self-assessment 

Increasing efficiency of  all processes to a level that can compete at the international level in line with a continuous improvement approach

Timely delivery to our suppliers and customers by ensuring faultless production in one go

Continuous pursuit of  innovative and creative approaches

Carrying out trainings to develop technical and behavioral competencies

Unified management of  Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems

Striving to be an exemplary organization by leading the way in textile industry in terms of  quality 

Sustainability is as important as success. We will continue to grow as a sought-after brand for every global customer and to 
contribute to our country’s economics.

QUALITY POLICY





www.defance.com.tr


